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INTRODUCTION

--

-.
-

In your school curricululn you must have learnt that tile concept of probability is involved in
situations where the final outcome of an event cannot he,predicted with absolute certainty.
That is, the number of possible outcolnes is more than one. For example, when we loss up a
'fair coin - as in a cricket match for determining which side will bat first we are in douht
about the final oiitcome because the coin may turn up a licad or a tail. Is the same true about the
motion of a freely falling stone? No, in this case the final outcome - the stone will hit the
ground - is not in doubt. Now suppose we roll a dice. We carinot predict which one of the
six faces will appear on top. In fact, the number of possible outcomes is six and which face
will turn depends on what we call chance. You can think of Inany other such exainplcs
from everyday experience. That is why it is said, ant1 r~ghtlyso, that if English and
Mathematics are two world languages, the theory of probability is the language of
mathematics since it is so intilllately co~lectedwill day-to-day experience. It is, therefore,
important to have a clear undcrstanding of tlre theory of probability, which in a sense servcs
as a mathematical tool to model glorious u~~ccrtaintics
of chance phenomena.

-

To develop a mathe~naticaltheory of probability, we rcquirlt somc tonls to communicale Ihc
outco~neof an experiment. Some simple examples of an experiment might be tossing up a fnir coin,
drawirg cards from a well shumed pck, p~-electionopinion poll and lalmching ofa rnis.de. and
observing its velocity at regular intervals of time. This leads us to the basic concepts of sample
spsce and evenb. We hope that you arc familiar with these cnl~ceptsfrom your earlier classes.
However, for completeness we have briefly discussed these ill Sec. 5.2 This section also contains a
short discussion of the theorems of total and compound probabilities. We conclude this seation by
discussingan interesting application of conditional probabilities due to Thomas Bayrs.

In Sec. 5.3 we have introduced the concept of random variable. Next we discuss discrete
and continuous probability density functions. You will realise that the mean valuc (or
expectation) of a random variable does not give us any idea about the spread or
dispersion of a distribution. To get this illformation we should have. a knowledge of
variance, covariance and correlation coefficient. We have introduced these concepts
towards the end of this unit. In Ihe next unit we have discussed different types of
continuous distributions.
On going through this unit, you may feel for taking a deep plunge into the subject. If you
fed really interested, you call study the elective course on Probability and
Statistics ( MTE- 11).

In pobahility 1Leory. tlrc wcnrd
expcrinrcnt is ~iscdlo drwrihe any
prove<%rhdt generates a sct of data.
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Objectives
On studying this unit, you should be able to
e

apply the fundamental theorems of probability theory to simple problems
compute the expectation and variance of a rand0111variable, and

e

calculate covariance and correlation coefficient.

5.2

ELEMENTS OF PRBBABHEIW THEORY

Like any other mathematical theory, the theory of probability has some basic tools and
terminology. As mentioned before, you may be familiar with them but they still find place
here just for the sake of completeness. We begin by quickly recaptulating the basic
terminology.

5.2.1 Basic Terminology
Suppose we toss a coin. The possible outcolnes are
( H ) and (T )
where Hand Tcorrespond to "head" and "tail", respectively. You must note that w e have
ignored the possibility of the coin standing on its edge or its rolling away.
Let us repeat the experinlent with two coins. The set of all possible gutconles may be
written as
(H, H ), (H,T 1, (TIH ), (TIT
The set of all possible outcomes of an experiment is called the sample space
of the experiment.
Each outcolne in a sample space is known as the sample point. The sample. space is
represented by the greek symbol omega ($2). For the first experiment, the sample space has
two sa~nplepoults:

whereas for the second experiment, the sample space has four sample points or
elements:

It is ilnportant to emphasize here that the number of elements of a sa~nplespace depends 011
the information we are seeking. To illustrate this, suppose that we are interested it1 the
number of tails which show up when two coins are tossed. Obviously, there are three
possibilities: both coins may show up a tail, orlly one may show up a tail and neither coin
turns up a tail. The11the sample space

I

1

has three elements.

,1

Similarly, when we toss a dice and wish to know the number that shows on the top, the
sample space would be

I

But if we are interested only in knowing whether the number is even or odd, the sample
space is simply

i2

= { even, odd)

You may now like to work out an SAQ.
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SAQ 1

Probabiity Theory

A coin is flipped. If head appears, it is flipped again. Otherwise, a dice is tossed once. List

Spend

the sample space.

2 min

you may now ask: Is the number of sample points always finite? If not, then how do we
describe the sample space? TO discover the answer to these questions, let us consider the
following experiment.
A radio-active substance ( 2 3 8 ~2 ,3 % h , 2 3 9 ~einits
~ ) a, P and y radiations. The nulnber of
such particles recorded by a counter may be greater than some specified number. In such
cases, the sample space is written as

In words, it reads "$2 is the set of all x such that x takes all non-negative integers". The
vertical bar is read "such that". Similarly, if we roll a pair of dice, we write
$2

=

{(i,])

1i

=

1,2,... 6 ; j

= 1,2,,..6)

How will you represent the set of points (x, y) on the boundary of a circle centred at origin
and of radius 2? This is written as

We would like,to mention here that a sample spacc containing a finite number of points is
called a discrete sample space.
Proceeding further we recall a fact of experience that instead of the individual outcomes, we
may be interested in the occurrence of particular events in any experiment, For instance, let
us consider that a dice is rolled. We may be interested in the. event E lhat the outcome is
divisible by three. This will occur if the outcome is an elenlent of the subset E = ( $ 6 ) of tbe
sample space 51 = {1,2,3,4,5,6). Similarly, when two coins are tossed simultaneously, some'
of the possible events are
E l = {(H,H))

m

Two heads appear

E2 = {(H, H), (H, T), (T, H)) R at least one head appears

E~ = {(T, T ) )

I

No head appears

This means that to each event w e can assign a collection of sample points which constitute a
sub-set of the sample space. W e can therefore say that
An event is a subset of a sainyle space.
Events such as El and E3, which contain only one salnple. point, constitute what we call a
simple event. Can w e not say that $2 is a sure event? Obviously, we can.
The null event, denoted by 4, contains no element at all. A familiar situation defining a null
event can be in a biological experinlent where, you are asked to detect a ~nicroscopic
organism by unaided eye.
Now let us consider an experiment in which the smoking habits of the employees of
IGNOU are recorded. A possible sample space might be
SZ = {(non-smokers), (frequent smokgrs), (heavy smokers))

If the subset of smokers is solne event, non-smokers correspond to a different event, which
is complement of the set of smokers. We can therefore say that
The complen~entof an event E wjth gespect to SZ is the set of all elements of
the latter that is not in fonner.
Obviously, null event is the co~nylementof $2, viz.

To test your understanding we wish that you should attempt the following SAQ.
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Spend
5 min

SAQ 2
List all possible events of the sample space for two siml~ltaneouslytossed coins.
You must be familiar with the basic operations of union and intersc.ction of sets from the
earlier classes. Let us now use tliese to define new events. You will observe that the events
so formed will be subsets of the same sample space as the given events. For instance, in the
tossing of a dice, we let El to be the event that an even nurnbcr occurs arid E2 to be the eve~lt
that a number greater than three shows. Then

and

are subset5 of the same sample space SZ = {1,2,3,4,5,6). The event E = {4,6) which
contains elements common toE1 and E2 is just the intersection ofEl and E2. Mathematically,
we write

-------l

The intersection of two events is the event containing all elements conimon

-

It readily follows that if there are no sample points common to El and E:, the11

Then El and E2 are said to be disjoint or mutually exclusive. Stated more formally, two
events are said to be mutually exclusive if they have no eleinents in common. You call
easily see that simple events are. mutually exclusive.

I

Quite often we are interested in the occurrence of at least one of the two events associated
wi& an experiment. Thus, in the dice-rolling experiment, if E l = {1,3,5) ancl E2 = {3,4,5),
we may be ixrtercsted in the occurrelice of either El or E2 or both. Such an event, callcd the
union ofEl and E:, is possible if the outcolne is an element of the subset {1,3,4,5}. It is
denoted by the syn~bolEl U E2. It readily lollows that SZ can be expressed as the unioil of
all distinct simple events.

Probability of an Event
So far we have introduced the co~icepiso l sample space and the family o l events. hiother
very important concept is that of theprobability of an event. For our purpose it is sufficient
to coiisider only those situations for w@ch the sample space contains a finite nuinber of
elements and all outcomes are equally likely. The likelihood of the occurrence o l an cvent
resultii~gfroin such an experiinent is evaluated by means of a'set of real numhers callcd
probabilities ranging from 0 to 1. The probability of an event A is defii1e.d as

I

I

I

where n(0) signifies dilferent and equally likely outcomes out of which n (A ) corrcspond to
event A.
To illustrate it, let us consider that a fair dice is rolled and calculate the probability that an
even number appears. You will recall that the sample space for this experiment is

so that n(0) = 6. Since the dice is fair, all these outcomes are equally likely to occur and if
A represents the event that an even number appears, then

n(A) = 3
Hence,

8

I

j

We would now like you to calculate the probability that (a) a multiple of three appears
(b) an even number and a multiple of three appears and (c) an even number or a multiple of
three appears. You will find that in the first case P(A) = 2/6 = 1/3, in the second case
p(B) = 1/6 ,whereas in the third caseP(C) = 4/6 = 2/3.
In solving problems in probability theory, we frequently use simple results from
combinatorial analysis. We understand that you have studied these at the school level. So
we shall just summarise these for ready reference.

5.2.2 Elementary Combinatorics
Let us consider two sets defined by

{a,
n2, ... , a,) and B

A =

=

{bl, b2, ... , bn)

where m signifies the number of ways in which an operationA can be performed and n
signifies the number of ways in which B can be performed for each of these. Suppose we
pick up one element, say a;t3omA and one element, say bj from B. These constitute what is
usually called a sample (a;, bj). Now thc question arises: How many such samples are
possible? The answer is obviously mn. This result is known as the multiplication rule and
may be stated as follows:
If an operation can be performed B rn ways and a second independent operation can be
performed in n ways for each of them ways, the two operations can be performed together
in mn ways.
To illustrate it, let us consitler the following example.

Calculate the number of ways in which five persons can sit in a row.
Solution
For the first person we have five possible positions in the sequence. Having chose11one of
bhese, we find that the second persorl call occupy ally of the remaining four positions.
Proceeding k this way, you can easily calculatc that the total number of ways is given by
5 x 4 ~ 3 ~ 2 120.
~ 1

-

When we have to deal with a large number of objects, say molecules of a gas in a container, the
computatio~iof the number of different ways in which some orderinglarrangemen can be made
may become quite cumbersome. The nmnber of different arrangements, called permutations,
however, can be calculated using compact mathematical relations. Let us now learn to do so.
Permutations
Consider three letters n, b, and c. The possible permutations are abc, acb, cab, cba, bca, and
bac. You can arrive. at this result using the ~nultiplicationrule, without listing different
orders. There are nl = .3 choices for the first position. For each of these, there are nz 2
choices for the second position and for each value of nl atid nz, n3 = 1. Hence, the total
number of choices is nl nz n3 = (3) (2) (1) = 6. In general, n distir~ctobjects can be
arranged in n(n - 1) (n - 2) .... (3) (2) (1) ways. You may recall that this product is denoted
by the symbol n !, which is read "nfactorial". So we can collclude that

-

A permutation is an arrangement of all or a part of a set of objects and the
number of per~nutationsof n distinct objects is n!
To generalise this result, let us consider the set

B

(61, b2,

.,..r

, bn)

Suppose we form samples of size 2, (bi, bj) by choosing eleme~rtsfrom the set B. What is the
2
number of such samples? It is easy to check that this number is n , provided

Probability and Statistics

(i)

repe.tition of elements is allowed, i.e., samples like (61, b ~ )(bl,
, b2), .... are included
the count.

ill

(ii) samples (hi, bj) and (bj, bi) for i = j are counted differenl.
By induction, for samples of siz'e r, the total number of such samples is n r
This is an important result and can be stated as follows:
The number of ways of drawing a group of r objects (red bal!s in a box) out of a total of n
objects (balls of red, blue and green colour) when repetition (replacement of balls drawn
once) is permitted is nr.
However, if samples made up of identical elemea~tsare ignored, tbe number of samples of
size two will be n(n 1).From this we can say that the nun . --of samples of size r without
repetition is

.

n!
n(n-1) ...( n - r + 1 ) = --(n- r)!
Tbis is called the number of pennutations of n different objects taken r at a time. We
[ = n!/(n - r)! 1.
represent this by the symbol "Pr
So far wc have considered permutations of distinct objects. That is, all the objects were
distinguishable. ( n i s is analogous lo molecules of a classical gas.) But if we identify that
the letters b and c are equal to x, then the six permutations of the letters a, b, c become m.r,
a n , xnx, xxa, xxa, and xnx, Of these, only three are distinct. ThereFore, with three letters,
two being the same, we have 3!/2! = 3 distinct permutations. With four distinct letten,
you have 24 different permutations. But if we let a = b = x and c = d = y, we can list
only q y , xyxy, yxry, y y n , xyyx and yxyx so that we have 4!/(2!) (2!) = 6 distinct
permutations. Thus
The number of petmutations of n objects of which nl, are of one kind, rt2 are
of second kind, ..... nt of kth kind is

111short fonn, we express this as

n ~nz,, ,... nk

To illustrate, let us consider that seven foreign scientists are participating in an international conference 011open teaching learning organised by commonwealth of Learning at IGNOU. The
hostel where arrangements for their stay are be& made has one triple and two double rooms. hl
how many ways can we assign these rooms to them'? The number is given by

In many problems we are interested in the number of ways of selecting r objects from n
without reghrd to order. These selectiol~sare called combinations, The number of such
n!
combinations js
If is denoted by
or simply
r! (n - r) !
r,n-r

(

.

"

)

( )

We may, tberefore, coilclude that
The number olcombinations of n objects taken r at a time is
n!
r!(n - r)!
=

i:)

=

I
(5.4)

s

To fix up your ideas, you should go through tbe following example.
Example 2
IGNOUproposes to form a few conunittees out of its academic faclllty to ensure the
progress of its B.Sc. programme. To begin with, it is decided to put n~athelnaticsand

physics faculty members. If two mathematiciansand one physicist is to be nominated, how
many committees can be formed if the faculty members of physics and mathematics are 4
and 5, respectively.

BrqicConctptsof
R * a b ~ i t ~ ~ l o ~

Solution
The number of ways of selecting two mathematicians out of five available is

The number of ways of selecting one physicist out of four is

Using the multiplication rule with nl = 10 and n 2
committees that can be formed is

=

4, we find that the number of

You will learn that it is oftell easier to calculate the prhbabilityof some event from known
probabilities of other events. This may also be true when the event in question can be
represented as the union of two other events or as the complement of other events. Some
important laws and theorems, which fieq~~ently
simplify the computation of probabilities in
complex situations, can be used. Let us now learn about these.

5.2.3

Fundamental Theorems

The first theorem d p l s with union of events and is called the theorem of total prpbability
or the additive law. For simplicity, let us first consider two mutually exclusive eventsE
and F. The probability for one of these to occur is the sum of the probabilities of separate
events. Mathematically, if E nF = 4, we write

You can prove it using Eq.(5.1) for the simple case of finite sample spaces. Since
E fl F = $, we have
n(E U F ) = n(E) + n(F)
so that
n (E U F )
P(E UF) =
n(Q)

I

n(E) + n(F)
n(Q)

You can readily extend this result to n mutually exclusive events El, Ez,

... U En)

P(E1 U EZU ES

. ..En:

.. + P(En)

P(E1)+ P(E2) + .

(5.7a)

In summation fonn, we can write

The result contained in Eq. (5.5) canbe generalised by relaxing the constraint E n F
That is, we can consider any two events. This is usually stated as the theorem of total
probabilities:

Theorem of Total Probability: I f E and Fare any two events, then
P(E u F) = P(E) + P(F)- P(E nF)

- 4.
I

(5.8)

To prove this theorem, consider the diagram shown in Fig. 5.1. (This is known as VCNI
diagram.) You will note that the quantity appearing on LHS of Eq. (5.8), P(E U F) is the
sum of the probabilitics of sample points in E U F. Now P(E) + P(F) is the sum of all

F~R.
5.1: Venn dingam
representing E nnd E u F

11

-
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probabilities i l i plus
~
the sum of all probabilities in F. This incorporates the probabilities in
E nF twice. Therefore, we must subtract this probability once to obtain P(E U F).
To illustrate this theorem we have given a solved example. You should go through it carefully.

In Venn diagram, we represent the
sample space by a rectangle and the
events bv circles drawn inside it.
%is diagranlpictorially depictsthe
relation between events and the
corresponding sample space.

Example 3
A number is chose11 at random from the first twenty five natural numbers. Calculate the
probability that the integer is divisible by 2 or 3.
Solution
Let E be the event that the number selected is divisible by 2 and F signifies that the number
is divisible by 3. So we have n(E) = 12, n(F) = 8. Of these, four numbers are common.
So n(E n F ) = 4. Hence,
P(E)
I

12

m

i-jP(F)
-,

=

8

4

25 and P(E i
l F) = 25

You call now check your progress by attempting the following SAQ. We hope that you will
gain more insigbt into probability and its interpretation.

Spend

15 min

SAQ 3
i)

Prove Eq. (5.8) mathematically.

.

ii) Compute P(E U F U G)
iii) Calculate the probability of getting a total of 7 or 11 when a pair of dice are tossed:
Let us again consider rolling of a dice. Suppose you are told that the number which shows
up is even or odd. Then this information will influence the computation of probability that a
six will appear. Let us now proceed to learn to compute the probability of an event occurring
even though it is known that some other event, which can affect it, has occurred. This is
called the conditional probability and is denoted by P ( F 1 E). In words, this symbol is read
as " the probability of F given that E occurs."
The conditional probability of F, given 13, ifP(E)

0 is defined by

Before we prove this result, let us consider an illustration.

Example 4
Two firms manufacture similar voltlneters. Finn A produces 1,000 voltmeters out of which
30 are defective. Firm B produces 4,500 out of which 100 are defective. A product is chosen
at random and found to be defective. What is the probability that it belongs to fm B?

Solution
Let the event E denote that the ammeter chosen is defective and the event F signify that it
came from B. Then we compute P ( F ( E) using the relation

(100/5500)
(130/5500)
P

10
13

To check whether the added knowledge of voltmeter being defective affects the probability

.

* )
4500 - - This is greater
that it came from B or not, let us coinpute P(F) = N ( s ) ,= --5500 11
than P ( F 1 E)

Besic Concepts of
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.

AS another illustration, coilsider the following exainple.

Example 5
The probability that a regularly sched,uled flight de,parts 011 time is P(D) = 0.83, the
probability that it arrives on time is P(A) = 0.82, and the probability that it departs and
arrives on time is P ( D n A) = 0.78. Calculale'the probability that a plane (i) arrives, on tiine
if it departed on thne and (ii) departs on time if it arrived on time.

Solution
(i) The probability that the planc arrives on t h e , give11that it departed on time, is

(ii) The probability that the plane departs on time, give11that it had arrived on time., is

You may now like to check your progress by solving the following SAQ.

Spend
10 min

SAQ 4
,

A small town has 500 inale and 400 female adults of which 460 males and 140 females are
einploycd. One of these illdividuals is to be selected at random to advertise setting up of new
industries in the town. Calculate the probability of choosing a man, given Ulal he is employed.
We llow kilow that conditioilal probability allows for an alteration of the probability of an
event in the light ofgiven inforination. But in some situations, it is possible that
P ( E IF) = P(E) for P(F)

*0

(5.10)

That is, the occurrence of F has no influence on the occurrence of E. Then, E is said to be
independent of F. For this special case you can readily show that
P(E

n F)

- P(E)

P(F)

(5.11)

This is illustrated the following examylc.

Example 6
Assume that 3 coins are tossed. Let E b e the event that a tail appears on the first coin, and F
be the event that a head appears on the third throw. Are E and Findependent?

Solution
We have here SZ = (HHH ), (HTH ), (HHT ), (HTT), (THH ), (TTH1, (THT),
Obviously n(S2) = 8 ( = 2" , n(E)
P(E) = 1/2, P(F)

=

5

4, N(F)

=

4, and n(E fl F)

1/2, and P ( E fl F ) = 1/4

Since Eq. (5.11) is satisfied, E and F are independent.

.e

-

(m)

2, Hence,
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An important application of conditional probabilities was made by the English philosopher,
Thoinas Bayes. To illustrate this let us reconsider SAQ 4. Suppose that you are now told that 36
of those employed and 12 of those unemployd are members of a social organisation:
Schitists' Forum for Peace. We now wish to know: Is the individual selected, a 1ne:nbcr of
this organisation? To this end, let, us suppose that the probability of this event is A. Then, by ,
referring to Fig. 5.2, wc can writeA as the union of tivo mutd8lly exclusive eveilk E f l A
and E c f l A:

'

A

( E n A ) U (ECnA)

=

Using Eq. (5.5) we call write

Fig. 5.2. V ~ Mdiagrnnlm f o ~the
.
tventsA, E, and E'

On combining this result with Eq. (5.7) we find that

In SAQ 4, the total number of elnyloyed persons is 600 aird the number of unemployed
persolis is 300. Thexefore,
P(E)

=

GOO = -2, & ' @ I & ' )= 36 = 3
-

900

3

900

50

A generalization of this illustration to the case where the sample space is partitioned into k
sub-sets is stated as the theorem of total probability i Before we do so, it is important to
recall the definition of the partition of a set S2. The frimily of sets (El, E2, .,..E n ) is called a
partition of $2 if
(a) E i C Q for i =1,2, ...,n
@) E i f l E j = 4 for i,j = 1,2, ... n ; i # j
and

Generalised Theorem of Total Probability
If {El, E2, . En)constitute a partition of the sample space Q such that
P(Ei) * 0 for i = 1,2, .....,n, then for alry eventA of SL

..

To prove this theorem we note that by defi~~ition
S2

=

El U Ez U ..... U En
I

Hence,

I

A =A

n Q = A n ( E ~u E~u .... u E,)

= ( A n E i ) U ( A n E z ) U . . . U ( A f l ,541

It is also clear that
(A

nEi) n (A n Ej) =

$ for i

#

j

I

II
I

becauseA f l Ei C Ei and by dcfi~iitioilEi's are disjoint. Therefore,

Ilnsic Concepts of
Probability Theory

It is now a straighrfonvard exercise to establish Bayes' theorem.
Bayes9Theorem: If the events El: E2, ... E;,constitule a partition of the sample space P,
where P(Ei) # 0 for i = 1, 2, .... n, the11for any eventA in P such that P(A) z 0

fori = 1 , 2,....,n.

Proof: By the definition of conditiovlal probability

Now we use the theorern of tot31 probability in the denoniinator to obtain the required result:

We can put Bayes' theorem in a sonlewhat more useful forrii using the multiplicative rule
[P(E; nA) = P(Ei) Y(A 1 Ei)] for the occurrence of any two events in both numerator and
denomi~~a
tor:
P(E; IA)

=

P(Ei)P(A ( Ei)

$ P (Ei) p(A I Ei)
ill

This theorem is also called the formula for probabilities of hypotheses because the events
El, E2, ....,E,, may be colisidered as hypotheses to account for the occurrellce of the event A.
These ideas are illustrated in the following example.

A transformer producing company has four assembly plants which are working with efficiency
of 30%, 20%, 40% and lo%, respectively. The probnbilities that a transformer prodnced by
these plants is defective are 0.02,0.03,0.04 and 0.01, respectively. If a transformer is chosen at
random, what is the probability that it is defective? If a transCormer,chosen at random is found
to be defective, what is the probability that it came from the burth plant?

Solution
Let E be the event that transformer chosen is defective and the event Eisignify that it came
from plant i (i = 1,2,3,4). From the theorem of total probability, we have

From Eq, (5.15) it follows that

So far we have introduced the basic theorems of collditional and total probabilities. One of
the basic concepts of probability theory is that of a rando.n~variable. We shall now
introduce this concept.
'k

15
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5.3

Two children are playing a game by tossing a fair coin. The sample space for the
experiment is 8 = {H, T).The child calling head accrues one unit but loses one unit if a
tail appears. You can express this correspoqdence as
and T e - 1

1

We can mathematically express this result by introducing a real-valued random variable X
which takes the value 1 and -1, with probability 112 in each case. That is,

Let us now roll a dice. IfX denotes the number appearing on top, its possible values are 1,2,
3 , 4 , 5 , 6 with probability 116 in each case. Similarly, let us suppose that two coins are
tossed. If Xdenotes the number of heads which appear, thenX can assume numerical values
of 2,l or 0 with probabilities 114, 112and 114, respectively. These numbers are random
quantities determined by the outco~neof the experiment. These should be viewed as values
assumed by the random variable X.So we can say that

'

A random variable is a function that associates a real number with each
element in sample space SZ.
If w is a point in S2 and X a random variable, then X(w) is the value of the random
variable at w. Usually, we are concerned neither with Xnor 8. Instead,.we wish to know
the probability that the value of the randotn varisble is in a certain stated. This is
denoted by P(X €A).

A randotn variable is said to be a discrete random variable if it takes only a finite
number of values, i.e., the set of possible outcomes is countable. When a random
variable takes on couiltless values, it is called a continuous random variable. For
example, the position of a point in the interval [0,1] is a continuous variable. In most
practical problems, continuous random variables represent measured data such as
temperature, lifetime, height, etc., On the other hand, discrete random variables
represent count data such as number of casualties in an accident, number of defective
items in a given sample, etc.
We now know that a discrete random variable assumes each of its values with a certain
probability. Frequently, it is convenient to represent all the probabilities of a random
variable by a formula. Such a fornlula would necessarily be a function of the numerical
values, which we denote by f (xi) such that

The set of ordered pairs (xi,flxi)) is called the probability function o r probability
distribution of the discrete random variable X, if for each possible outcome xi,

For the continuous random variable, we must have
b

P(a s x s b) = SAX)dr

(5.17a)

a

Ax)

2

0 for all x

(5.17b)
l

and

n e r e are several interesting examples of continuous distributions. In Unit 7 of this block you
learn that statistical errors ill an experiment follow the normal distribution. The speeds of
moIerulesin a gas have Maxwellian distribution. (Fig. 5.3a). The lifetimes of radioactive
or the free paths in a gas exhibit exponential distribution (Fig. 5.3b).

Fig. 5.3: A few typical continuous distributions

We shall now define the expectation of a random variable. It is of special importance in
statistics because it gives us an idea as to where the probability distribution is centred. It,
however, does not give us quantitative estimate of the spread of distribution (or dispersion of
values) about the mean. We should, therefore, characterise the variability in the distribution.
The most important measme of variability of a rando~nvariable is referred to as the
variance. Let us learn about these in detail now.

5.3.1 Expectation and Variance
Let us assume that a random variable X assumes values XI, x2, x3, ... with corresponding
probabilitiesf (XI),f ( ~ 2 ) .f (x.?), The mathematical expectation or mean ofX is defined by

...

EW

( X ) zxiflxi)

(5.18)

provided X xi f (xi) < m, i.e., the series converges absolutely and X is discrete.
If X is continuous, the corresponding definition is

To aypreciatc the ide.a involved in this concept, you should go through the following
worked out examples.

Example 8
Suppose that X denotes the number obtained on rolling a fair dice. Calculate E(-.

Solution

I

1

,

We know thatXcrll take values from 1 to 6 with probability 116 in each use. Hence,

ECY)

-

(1) (1/6)

+ (2) (1/6)

+ (3) (1/6) + (4) (l/6)+ (5) (1/6) .c (6) (1/6)

3,s
Example 9

1

For the hydrogel1 atom,/(r) is given by

f(r) dr

I

-

1

7 exp
X a0

( - 5)dr
1

where ao is the first Bohr radius and r is the djstance between the electron and proton.
Calculate E(r) .
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Solution
You will note thatflr) drsignifies continuous distribution. So using Eq. (5.19) we
can write

From Unit 3 of Block 1 of this course you will recall that d r = 4xr2dr. Inserting this result
in the above expression, we can write

The gamma function is defined by
a

r(tl+l)
=$e-'$dx

=n

To evaluate this integral we introduce a change of variable by defining

(11)

0

An important property of gamma
function is that

with

r(,,)=(r~-l)r
(ti-])
(in) 6and r (1)

-

-

1.

so that dr = (ao/2) o!x and r3dr = (a0/2)~x~drc.
011 inserting these results, we get

where r(n) is gamma fiinction.
In the language of probability theory, the expectation ofx is known as the first moment of
the distribution about the origin.
As pointed out earlier, to obtain more precise information about a distribution, we
define the variance ofX. It is denoted by &or Var(X ). Whet, X is discrete, the varia~icc
of X is given by
u$

Var(X) = ): [X-E(X)I*AX)

(5.20a)

X

When X is continuous we have

The positive square root of the variance is called the standard deviation of X. This property
enables us to rewrite Eq. (5.20a) in an alternative and often preferred form. To do so, we
recall that for the discrete case we can write
Var (X)

=

): [x-~(X)]~flx)

(5.21)

X

since 2 xflx) = E(X) and ~ n x =) 1.
X

X

We would now like you to prove this result whettXis continuous. You bave to repeat the
above procedure step by step, with summations replaced by integrations.
e lutow that
Let us reconsider ~ x a k ~8.l We

i
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The values of xi - E(X) are given by the set

Hence, Eq. (5.20a) gives
Var

(X)= 2[(2.512 x (1/6) + (1.5)~x (1/6) + (0.5)'

x

(1/6)]

= (1/3) x [6.25 + 2.25 + 0.251
=

(1/3) x (8.75) = 2.92

The variance o f X is known as the second moment of the distribution about the mean (x)
and gives us detailed information about the probability distribution.
We would now like you to do the following SAQ.
-

SAQ 5
The weekly demand for a popular cold drink is a continuous random variablex having the
probability

Spend
AX)

10 min

elsewhere

Calculate the mean and variance.

5.3.2 Covariance and Correlation Coefficient
The variance or standard deviation has meaning only when we compare two or more
distributions having the salnc units of measurement. And we can comment upon the
uniformity or variability of thc distribution. That is, it is not meaningful to compare the
variance of a distribution of heights to the variance of a distribution to aptitude scores.
That is why we have so far confined ourselves to univariate distributions. However, we
frequently come across situations in which more than one variable is involved. Suppose we
have a class of Nstudents and rccord the height, x, and weight, y, of each student. This is an
example of a bivariate distribution. To each student there corresponds a pair of values
(x, y) of the variates. Suppose the pair occurs jointly f times. Then, obviously

and the corresponding probabilitiesfi, yi) are given byfi/N.
The covariance between random discrete variables X and Y, denoted by Covw, Y) is
defined as

This important notion was introduced by Galton in 1885 and is very useful in the study of
nature of association between two variatcs. You will get a flavour of this in Unit 7. An
alternative, and more often used, formula for covariance of two random variables X and Y
with means Xand ?, respectively is given by
COV(X,Y)= E(XY)-X?
To prove this result we note that

(5.25)

Probaldility and Stntislics

If we recall the definitionsofL?, and

Y and note that 2x 2Y f (x, y) =

1,rhe desired result follows readily.

The counterpart of Eq. (5.24)when X and Yare caxltinuous is given by
COV(X,Y)= SSAX,.Y)(X-(') ) @ - ( Y ) ) & ~ Y

(5.26)

You can prove this result proceeding along lines used to arrive at Eq. (5.25) .
If X and Yare independent, it is straightforward to show that

E(XY) = E(X)E(Y)

(5.27)

Then, it readily follows from Eqs. (5.25) and (5.27) that
Cov (X, Y) = 0

(5.28)

Although the covariance between two random variables gives information about the nature
of their relationship, its magniiude does not suggest anything about the strength of the
relationship, since Cov (X, Y)is not scale free. However, we can determine the. strength of
such relationship by means of correlation coefficient, r,w.It is defined as

This important notion was introduced by Karl Pearson in 1895. I f X and Yare independent,

Eq. (5.28) implies that
(5.30)

raw = 0

However, you must be careful not to conclude the converse. It may very well happen that
rznl = 0 and still X and Y may not be independent.
If the pair (xi,yi)-occUrSfitimes, it is easy to show that

fi = N.

where
1

This relation is particularly useful in practical calculations of correlation coefficient. You
will learn to use it in detail in Unit 7.
We are now ready to sulnlnarise the i~nportantpoints of this unit.

5.4

SUM

Y

+ The probability of an eventA is defined as

+

P(E u F) = P(E) + P(F)- P(E n F )
If E nF = $, this reduces to P(E U F) = P(E) + P(F).This is known as the theorem of
total probability.

+

I

P(E n F ) = P(E)P(E E) = P(F) P(E I F)
This is called the theoren1 of compound probability.

I

c

.

%yes' Theorem k t {El, ...,En} be a partition of Q, where P(E;) + 9, i = 1,2, ..., n.
LetE be any evelit with P(E) * 0.Then, we have

Basic Concepts of
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A mndom variable is said lo be discrete if it assunies only a finite number of
values. A continuous random variable assulnes a non-denumerable ~iu~nber
of
values.

a The expectation of X is defined as

xi f (xi)

X discrete

i

E(X) = (X) =

X continuous
r The variance of X is give11by

r The covariance of two ra~ldoli~
variables Xand Y is defined as
Cov (XI Y)
a

=

E(XY) -p

The correlation coefficient is give11by

If X and Yare independent, rm = 0

5.5

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

1.

The probability that A will pass an examination is 317 and the probability that B
will pass it is 417. What is the probability that at least one of them passes the
examination?

2,

An ordinary dice is tossed. IfA is the event of 'getting an odd nun~ber'and B is the
event of 'getting a perfect square' calculate P(B (A).

3.

111a well-shuffled deck of ~ ~ r dwhat
s , is the probability that the Queen of spades is
next to the Jack of spades?

4.

thc umber of heads which appear.
Suppose four coiiis are tossed. Let X desig~~ate
Calculate E m .

5.6

2.

-.-

SOLUTIONS AND ANSWERS

All possible evcnts for the sample space

I

Sped
40 min

{(H,T),(T, H),(T, T)),{(flH), fT H),(T T)),

Probability and Stalistics

In general, for a sample space of size n, the total number of events is 2".
3. (i) From Fig. 5.1, it is clear that i f E and F a r e lnutually exclusive events , then

.. (i)

EUF = EU(EcnF)

.... (ii)

F = (EnF)U(EcnF)

and

Using Eq. ( 5 4 ,we have

P(E U F ) = P(E) + P(E

nF )

P(F) = P(E n F ) + P(E ' flF )

and

On combining these results we find that

P(E u F ) = P(E)+ P(F) -P(E

nF)

which is the required result.

(ii) We wish to cornpute P (E U F U G )
L e t F U G = H;then

.

P(E u F u G ) = P(E u H) = P(E)+ P(H)- P(E n w)
AISO

P(H) = P(F) + P(G)- P(F n G )
P(EnH) = P(En FUG)
= P[(E

nF) U ( E nG)]

Hence,

P ( E n H ) = P ( E n F ) + P ( E n G ) - P [ ( En F ) n ( E n G ) ]
=

P(EnF)+P(EnG)-P(EflFnG)

Therefore, we have

P(E u F

u G) =

P(E)+ P(F)+ P(G)- P(E n F ) - P(F n G)
-P(G n E ) + P ( E n F n G )

(iii) LetA be the event that 7 occurs and B the event that 11 comes up. Now a total of 7
occurs for 6 of the 36 sample poillts but a total of 11occurs for only 2 of the sample
points. Since all sample points are equally likely, we have P(A) = 1/6 and
P(B) = 1/18. Since 7 or 11 can be summed up on the same toss, we can say that the
events A and B are mutually exclusive. Therefore,

4.

Suppose that M signifies the event that a inan is chosen and E signifies that the chose11
one is employed. Since the total number of emyloyed persons is 600, we find that

From Eq, (5.22) it follows that

I
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TQs
1.

The required probability is

P(A U B ) = P(A) + P(B)- P(A)P(B)
sinceA and B are independer~t.Heace,

2.

Let Q = {1,2,3,4,5,6).Wehave

A = {1,3,5), B = {1,4)A fl B

=

(1)

Hence,

3.

Let E

SI

Queen and Jack of spades arc neighbouring cards

SZ = {ordered 52-tuples denoting all possible arrangements of the 5 2 cards}

Introduce the hypothesis,

Ei

s

the Queen of spadcs occupies the top 1)osition in the deck

E2

PA

the Queen of spades occupies the bottoln position ill the deck

E3

r

the Queen of spades is somewhere within the deck.

Obviously, P(E1) = P(E2) = 51!/52! = 1/52, P(E3) = 50/52 = 25/26. Since only
one card is ncxt to the top or bottoln cards and two cards are ncxt to a card within the
deck, we have

P(E ( El) = P(E ( Ez)

-

1/51, P(E I E3) = 2/51

Thcn
P(E) = P(E1) P(E ( El) t P(E2)P(E I Ez) + P(E3)P(E I Ej)

